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‘This materialised scene of unprotected [Black] female flesh – of female 

flesh “ungendered” offers a praxis … for living and dying’

– Hortense Spillers, Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar Book 

The Institute of Contemporary Arts presents a five-day convening of artists, 

academics and activists focused on contemporary Black feminist politics, 

examining the impossibility of Black women’s claims to womanhood and the new 

spaces that are created by a politics of refusal. Generating conversations across the 

diaspora and across generations, a range of thinkers and practitioners present a 

series of talks, workshops, film screenings and performance. Fugitive Feminism  

is programmed with sociologist Akwugo Emejulu, following her participation in 

Post-Cyber Feminist International (ICA, Nov 2018). 

Fugitive Feminism investigates the proposition that gender is an antagonism 

for Black women because gender is constructed and reproduced in ways that 

can only name the experiences of certain kinds of women. Historically, Black 

feminism has identified that social stratifications such as race, gender, class, age, 

sexuality, disability and legal status do not exist separately from each other, 

but are interwoven. Akwugo Emejulu’s impetus to stage Fugitive Feminism now 

responds to current cases of Black women’s struggles for recognition. In a recent 

introduction of the series at ICA, Emejulu described an example, ‘Women of 

colour activists undertaking creative and innovative work in the UK – occupying 

prisons, doing refugee survival work, supporting migrants at Yarl’s Wood – are 
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doing work that can’t be recognised as legitimate political activism. They can’t be 

seen as allies in struggle, they can’t be read as legible.’ Fugitive Feminism supports 

transnational conversations that explore the particular ways Black women are 

ungendered. 

Inspired by the work of Black radical theorists such as Hortense Spillers,  

Saidiya Hartman, Stefano Harney and Fred Moten, Christina Sharpe and Tina 

Campt, Fugitive Feminism asks: Whose interests, experiences and perspectives 

are contained in the dominant conceptions of gender? And what possibilities 

are created when Black women abandon gender? Rather than seeking inclusion 

in gender relations that cannot account for Black women’s myriad experiences, 

Fugitive Feminism refuses the category of gender and flees hegemonic forms of 

womanhood, instead embracing a transgressive category of the fugitive – one who 

flees domination and joins others to collectively construct a new liberation politics.

As a primer for Fugitive Feminism, Black feminist scholar Hortense Spillers 

joined Gail Lewis in conversation at the ICA on 9 June 2018. Hortense Spillers 

is considered one of the most pre-eminent living Black theorists, known for 

her theories of African-American female gender construction. Her thought 

is foundational to many of the Fugitive Feminism participants’ work. The 

conversation between Spillers and Lewis touched on topics such as multiple 

Britains, the meaning of Black culture and the significance of ungendering.

Featured keynote talks include Towards a Fugitive Feminism by Akwugo Emejulu, 

emphasising Black women’s need to claim transgressive subjectivities, using 

examples from politics and the arts. Distinguished theorist Saidiya Hartman also 

presents a live video interview discussing discourses in Afro-Pessimism, a critical 

framework that describes the ongoing effects and historical traumas of colonialism 

and enslavement. Spotlighting a young generation of Black feminists, the panel 

discussion Organising Fugitive Feminism brings together founders of Glasgow-based 

collective Yon Afro with Parisian Afro-feminist collective Mwasi to discuss their 

activist practices.

Performer Selina Thompson presents a live reading of her acclaimed production 

salt., a monologue created in response to her recent journey aboard a cargo ship 

retracing a transatlantic slave triangle route – from the UK to Ghana, Jamaica, 

and back. This is followed by Flee the Scene, a dance party celebrating women, 

QTIPOC, nonbinary people and femmes of all genders, with music by Goldsnap, 

The Batty Mama and others.

Film screenings include Afro-feminist documentary Speak Up! (2017) by filmmaker 

Amandine Gay. With an introduction by Parisian writer Kiyémis, this film 

depicts French women of African descent conversing about belonging to the Afro 

community and their future aspirations. Additionally, curator Victoria Nambi 

presents a short film programme exploring the subversive, sensual and sublime 

possibilities for Black womanhood.

Organised by Nydia A. Swaby and Rita Gayle, The Politics of Pleasure is 
equal parts workshop, display and dedicated space created for Black women to 

collectively witness examples of Black women manifesting their presence in the 

realms of pop culture, theory, art and social justice.



PARTICIPANTS

Yomi Adegoke, Ama Josephine Budge, BBZ, The Batty Mama, Cressida Djambov, 

Akwugo Emejulu, Amandine Gay, Rita Gayle, Goldsnap, Saidiya Hartman, 

Azeezat Johnson, Layla-Roxanne Hill, Kiyémis, Gail Lewis, Magic Clit, Victoria 

Nambi, Fania Noël (Mwasi), Francesca Sobande, Hortense Spillers, Nydia A. Swaby,  

Selina Thompson, Shatema Threadcraft, Rianna Walcott

PROGRAMME

Speak Up! + Q&A with Amandine Gay and Kiyémis

Wed 18 Jul, 6:30pm, Cinema

Akwugo Emejulu: Towards a Fugitive Feminism

Thu 19 July, 6:30pm, Cinema

Selina Thompson: salt., Live Reading

Fri 20 July, 7pm, Theatre

Club Night: Flee the Scene

Fri 20 July, 9pm, Theatre

Organising Fugitive Feminism

Sat 21 July, 11:30am, Theatre

Shatema Threadcraft on Fugitive Feminism

Sat 21 July, 2pm, Cinema

Round Table on Fugitivity

Sat 21 July, 4pm, Cinema

The Politics of Pleasure

Sun 22 Jul, 2pm, Studio

Womanhood While Black: Subversive Subjects, Sublime Possibilities

Sun 22 Jul, 4pm, Cinema

All events £5 / £3 unless otherwise stated.



NOTE TO EDITORS

Akwugo Emejulu is Professor of Sociology at the University of Warwick.  

Her research interests include the political sociology of race, class, gender and 

women of colour’s grassroots activism in Europe and the United States. Her work 

has appeared in the Journal of Ethnic and Racial Studies, Politics & Gender, 
Race & Class, Soundings and the European Journal of Women’s Studies. Her 

co-authored book, Minority Women and Austerity: Survival and Resistance in 
France and Britain, was published in July 2017 by Policy Press. Her co-edited 

book, To Exist is to Resist: Black Feminism in Europe, is forthcoming with Pluto 

Press. Her new project, The Politics of Catastrophe, explores women of colour’s 

organising against austerity, against the far right and for migrants’ rights in 

Britain, the Netherlands and the United States. 
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